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Abstract
In 2012, Wormald R. & Guimond C. developed a mathematical model utilizing integer linear
programming and network flow to help Worchester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) create a more
efficient course schedule. Course scheduling was a major problem at WPI in 2012, as the
manual process at that time often resulted in courses being assigned to inappropriate (too
large or too small) classrooms. The University of New Orleans (UNO) is facing a similar
challenge, as the current scheduling system at UNO does not always produce efficient course
schedules. The goal of this thesis, therefore, is to improve upon the 2012 model by WPI,
from that developing a more efficient course schedule at UNO Department of Economics and
Finance. This can serve as a starting point for future research on finding an optimal schedule
at UNO, given the restrictions and preferences on room assignments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2012, Guimond C. & Wormald R. developed a mathematical model utilizing integer linear
programming and network flow to help Worchester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) create a
more efficient course schedule. Course scheduling was a major problem at WPI in 2012, as
the manual process at that time often resulted in courses being assigned to inappropriate
(too large or too small) classrooms. The model reportedly increased WPI's course schedule
efficiency by 11.09%.
The University of New Orleans (UNO) is facing a similar challenge. The current schedul-
ing system at UNO does not always produce efficient course schedules. For example, in
Spring 2015, SOC 2707 (Social Statistics) was assigned to a classroom with capacity much
bigger than the total number of students enrolled, while MATH 2221 (Differential Equations)
in Fall 2016 was assigned to a classroom in Milneburg Hall with capacity smaller than the
student population.
The goal of this thesis, therefore, is to develop a mathematical model that will help the
University of New Orleans (UNO) develop a more efficient course schedule. It focuses on the
undergraduate lecture courses at the Department of Economics and Finance as a case study.
The project has two main parts: course-room assignment and course-time assignment. Once
the two problems are solved, a new timetable will be constructed.
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The thesis will develop a more efficient course schedule by formulating the optimization of
the schedule as a network flow assignment problem, then applying integer linear programming
to find the optimal results. The research starts by creating a global linear programming
problem. The objective is to maximize the efficiency of the schedule as a whole subject to a
set of constraints which will be specified in the following sections.
Next, the global problem will be simplified and separated into local linear programs.
Each local linear program is connected with a block, which is defined as a set of courses
that has relatively the same number of students enrolled. The object of each local LP is to
maximize the efficiency of an individual block.
Finally, by optimizing the sequence of local LPs, the research seeks to improve the effi-
ciency of course schedule at UNO Department of Economics and Finance.
The data that will be used includes information about each course, such as time, number
of students, classroom assignment, etc. The study will then import data into Mathematica
for optimization.
2
Chapter 2
Background: Mathematics Behind
Scheduling
Before seeking to solve the timetabling problem, it is important to first understand the math-
ematics behind the optimization problem. This project applied integer linear programming
to solve the problem.
2.1 Linear Programming
Before getting into integer linear programming, it is helpful to first understand linear pro-
gramming. Linear programming is used in mathematical optimization when a linear func-
tion, called the objective function, is maximized or minimized depending on a set of linear
constraints. They are written in terms of decision variables - the variables that define the
solution.
A standard form of a linear program is as follows:
Maximize:
n∑
j=1
cjxj
3
Subject to
n∑
j=1
aijxj ≤ bi for i = 1,...,m
xj ≥ 0 for j = 1,...,n
where xj are the variables, cj are the coefficients, and bi are the limits on each constraint.
A linear programming problem can be solved in different ways. One of the most popular
way is the simplex method, developed by George Dantzig.
2.2 Integer Linear Programming
An integer linear program is similar the the linear programming model above, except for one
condition. Its variables are constrained to being integers. In the case of this thesis, variables
are constrained to only 0 or 1, which is called binary integer programming.
Integer linear programming is common in real-world problems and has a lot of applica-
tions, including the problem of timetabling. In the next few chapters, two integer linear
programing models will be established to solve the course-room assignment problem and
course-time assignment problem, and from them resolving the timetable issue.
4
Chapter 3
Problem Description
To solve the timetabling problem, two models, one for course-room assignment and one for
course-time assignment have to be constructed. All variables will be binary because they
model a yes or no decision: if a course should be scheduled at a certain time on a certain
day and if a course should be scheduled in a certain room or not. The model then takes the
form of an integer linear programming problem which is then solved in Mathematica. First,
some main factors of the model are discussed, including courses and rooms. After that, a
description of the constraints is provided.
3.1 Courses
Every course has a certain number of lectures for a certain study period in a week. The
Department of Economics and Finance at the University of New Orleans has three main
types of schedule for their courses: (i) courses that have three lectures a week on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday for 50 minutes each; (ii) courses that have two lectures a week on
Tuesday and Thursday for an hour and fifteen minutes each; (iii) evening courses that take
place only once a week and last for 2 hours and 45 minutes each.
The two models: course-room and course-time assignments are constructed based on these
three course schedule types. In the course-time assignment section, all the courses in each
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course schedule type are further split into three different course groups. The groups are the
introductory courses which have no prerequisites, intermediate-level courses which have one
prerequisite, and advanced courses which have two or more prerequisites.
3.2 Rooms
There is a certain number of rooms available with different capacities for students. The
rooms and their capacities stay the same for every study period. All the courses in the
Department of Economics and Finance take place in Kirshman Hall, which has 14 lecture
rooms in total.
3.3 Constraints
Since there are two models corresponding to two assignment problems: course-room and
course-time, there are two groups of constraints to be taken into consideration.
Course-room Assignment Constraints
1. For every course, there is exactly one room assigned to it.
2. For every room, there is exactly one course assigned to it at a given time.
3. The rooms must be large enough for the courses.
Course-time Assignment Constraints
1. Collisions between courses in the introductory group are not allowed.
2. Collisions between courses in the intermediate group are not allowed.
3. Collisions between courses in the advanced group are not allowed.
4. Sessions are preferred to be scheduled between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm.
When we later combine the two assignments to create a new timetable, the two groups
of constraints will always ensure that there is no more than one lecture in one room at one
time, thus making sure that the resulting timetable is valid.
6
Chapter 4
Mathematical Formulation
4.1 Course-Classroom Assignment
For the first part of this project, course-classroom assignment, efficiency is defined as the
ratio of the population limit of a course to the capacity of a classroom. The efficiency of
assigning course i to room j is defined as
Course Population(i)
Room Capacity(j)
The total efficiency of a schedule is defined as
∑
i
∑
j
Course Population(i)
Room Capacity(j)
Hij
7
where Hij is called the happiness coefficient. This coefficient is a weight placed on the
efficiency, giving a penalty or reward for assigning course i to room j. It is defined as follows
Hij =

−1 if course population is larger than room capacity
0 if course population is significantly smaller than room capacity (efficiency ratio < 0.1)
1 no preference (efficiency ratio is between 0.1 and 0.5)
1.5 if room j is neither too large nor too small for course i (efficiency ratio is greater than 0.5 and less than 1).
The linear programming model was first formulated to represent the global scheduling prob-
lem. It was then simplified to model local scheduling problem. Lastly, the local linear
programs were optimized using Mathematica and a new, and improved course-room assign-
ment was created.
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4.1.1 Global Problem
To formulate the global scheduling problem, I first visualized a schedule in network form.
Figure 4.1 displays the course-room assignment for Economics courses at the UNO Depart-
ment of Economics and Finance last semester. The nodes on the left represent lecture
Figure 4.1: Fall 2017 Course-Room Assignment for Economics Courses
sections of Economics. The nodes on the right represent corresponding rooms at a fixed
time. An arc between a course node and a room node represents an assignment between
course and room.
Since there are more rooms than there are courses, a number of dummy courses were
created, one for each room that has not been already assigned to a course. These dummy
courses are treated as any other course in the schedule and they have a course population
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of 0. A room associated with a course in the schedule is considered occupied and a room
associated with a dummy course is considered available.
The total number of courses and dummy courses in a full-schedule are given by NC and
the number of rooms is NR. An assignment between a course and a room will be determined
by the value of the decision variable,xij. This variable will be equal to 1 when course i is
assigned to room j and 0 otherwise.
From this network, a binary integer program was formulated. This is shown in Equations
4.1 - 4.3 below. The last constraint shown is the binary constant.
Maximize
NC∑
i=1
NR∑
j=1
Course Population(i)
Room Capacity(j)
Hijxij (4.1)
Subject to
NR∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀i = 1, ..., NC (4.2)
NC∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀j = 1, ..., NR (4.3)
xij =

1 if course i assigned to room-time pair j
0 otherwise
The objective of this problem, shown in Equation 4.1, is to maximize the efficiency of
the assignment as a whole. The first constraint, Equation 4.2, says that for every course,
or dummy course, in the schedule, there is exactly one room assigned to it. The second
constraint, Equation 4.3, says that for every room, there is exactly one course, or dummy
course, assigned to it. These restrict a course from being held in more than one room during
one time and more than one course from being held in the same room during the same time.
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4.1.2 Local Problem
Due to time constraints and the complexity of the global problem, it was simplified into
smaller sub problems called local scheduling problems. To understand local scheduling prob-
lems, a block is first defined. It is a set of courses with the same schedule type (defined by
meeting times per week and length of each meeting). In total, there are 3 schedule types at
the UNO Department of Economics and Finance, including:
(i) The set of courses held on Monday-Wednesday-Friday for 50 minutes;
(ii) The set of courses held on Tuesday-Thursday for 1 hour and 15 minutes;
(iii) The set of courses held once a week for 2 hours and 45 minutes.
Each block is associated with a local linear program, whose objective is to maximize the
efficiency of a block. The linear program associated with block k is shown below.
Maximize
NCk∑
i=1
NRk∑
j=1
Course Population(i)
Room Capacity(j)
Hijxij
Subject to
NRk∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀i = 1, ..., NCk
NCk∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀j = 1, ..., NRk
xij =

1 if course i assigned to room-time pair j
0 otherwise
where NCk is the number of courses, and dummy courses, in block and NRk is the number
of rooms associated with the courses and dummy courses in block k. The objective of the
local problem is to maximize the efficiency of a block.
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4.2 Course-Time Assignment
A detailed mathematical description of the problem and a list of all included sets, variables,
and constraints are provided below. The global problem is again simplified into 3 smaller
local problems, corresponding to 3 sets of courses defined in the previous section.
4.2.1 Global Problem
Lists below are all sets, variables, and constraints used in the optimization model for global
problem.
Sets
• D = {D1, D2, D3} in which
D1 = {MWF} Courses in block 1 meet three times a week on Mon, Wed, and Fri
D2 = {TTh} Courses in block 2 meet twice a week (every Tuesday and Thursday)
D3 = {M, T, W, Th} Courses in block 3 meet once a week (any day from Monday
to Thursday)
• P = {P1, P2, P3} in which each element in P1 represents the starting time of block
1, each element in P2 represents the starting time of block 2, and each element in P3
represents the starting time of block 3.
P1 = {8:00 am, 9:00 am, 10:00 am, 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 4:00 pm}
P2 = {8:00 am, 9:30 am, 11:00 am, 12:30 pm, 14:00 pm, 15:30 pm}
P3 = {6:00 pm}
• C1 = {C1a , C1b , C1c} Set of all introductory courses in which
C1a = {course 1, ..., course|C1a|} Introductory courses in block 1
C1b = {course 1, ..., course|C1b|} Introductory courses in block 2
C1c = {course 1, ..., course|C1c|} Introductory courses in block 3
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• C2 = {C2a , C2b , C2c} Set of all intermediate courses in which
C2a = {course 1, ..., course|C2a|} Intermediate courses in block 1
C2b = {course 1, ..., course|C2b |} Intermediate courses in block 2
C2c = {course 1, ..., course|C2c |} Intermediate courses in block 3
• C3 = {C3a , C3b , C3c} Set of all introductory courses in which
C3a = {course 1, ..., course|C3a|} Advanced courses in block 1
C3b = {course 1, ..., course|C3b|} Advanced courses in block 2
C3c = {course 1, ..., course|C3c|} Advanced courses in block 3
• C = {C1, C2, C3} All courses.
Variables
xd,p,c = binary variable where d ∈ D, p ∈ P, and, c ∈ C.
The variable takes the value of 1 if course c is assigned to day d at time p. 0 otherwise.
Constraints∑
c∈C1 xd,p,c ≤ 1, d ∈ D, p ∈ P, (4.4)
Courses in C1 must not collide.∑
c∈C2 xd,p,c ≤ 1, d ∈ D, p ∈ P, (4.5)
Courses in C2 must not collide.∑
c∈C3 xd,p,c ≤ 1, d ∈ D, p ∈ P, (4.6)
Courses in C3 must not collide.
Objective function
The objective function is used to set preferences for the different periods of the day. This
is done by assigning weights, say Hd,p to the variable corresponding to different time periods.
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The objective function is as belows:
Maximizef =
∑
d∈D
∑
c∈C
∑
p∈P
xd,p,cHd,p (4.7)
4.2.2 Local Problem
In the next step, I simplified the global problem into three smaller local problems. The
local linear program is similar to the global linear program, as the sets of courses and times
associated with each block are subsets of the sets of total courses and times associated with
the entire schedule in the global problem.
However, the objective corresponding to each local program is slightly different, since
each block has different preferences for time periods. The following weights assigning the
variables in each block are arbitrary, based on my own preference for lecture times. They
can be changed later to reflect whatever preferences the majority has.
For block 1,
Hd,p =

3 if lectures are held at 8:00 am or 9:00 am
5 if lectures are held at 10:00 am, 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm, or 2:00 pm
1 if lectures are held at 3:00 pm, or 4:00 pm
For block 2,
Hd,p =

3 if lectures are held at 8:00 am
5 if lectures are held at 9:30 am, 11:00 am, 12:30 pm, 2:00 pm, or 3:30 pm
For block 3, Hd,p = 1 No preference.
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Name Type Size
KH 122 lecture 166
KH 129 lecture 166
KH 208E lecture 67
KH 209 lecture 67
KH 210 lecture 71
KH 214 lecture 71
KH 219 lecture 40
KH 220 lecture 67
KH 221 lecture 50
KH 222 lecture 71
KH 223 lecture 50
KH 224 lecture 15
KH 227 lecture 71
KH 228 lecture 71
Table 4.1: Lecture rooms at Kirshman Hall
4.3 Data Processing
In this section, the data for the study period of Fall 2017 at the UNO Department of
Economics and Finance is presented.
Table 4.1 includes all data about the rooms - their names, capacity, and types. This data
can be used for any study period, as the rooms (their sizes and types) do not change.
Table 4.2 includes all data about the courses - their sizes, number of lectures, length of
each lecture, and which block they belong to. In total, there are 25 courses. The course sizes
used are the actual number of enrolled students for the courses in Fall 2017.
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Course code Course-level groups Size Lectures Length Block
ECON 1203 - 002 Introductory 77 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
ECON 1203 - 601 Introductory 42 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
ECON 1204 - 001 Introductory 43 3 50 minutes 1
ECON 1204 - 002 Introductory 41 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
ECON 1204 - 601 Introductory 155 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
ECON 2000 - 001 Introductory 119 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
ECON 2221 - 001 Intermediate 30 3 50 minutes 1
ECON 4250 - 001 Advanced 7 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
ECON 4306 - 601 Advanced 3 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 2302 - 001 Intermediate 45 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
FIN 3300 - 001 Intermediate 59 3 50 minutes 1
FIN 3300 - 002 Intermediate 25 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
FIN 3300 - 003 Intermediate 56 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
FIN 3300 - 004 Intermediate 20 3 50 minutes 1
FIN 3300 - 601 Intermediate 23 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 3301 - 601 Intermediate 24 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 3302 - 001 Advanced 27 3 50 minutes 1
FIN 3321 - 601 Intermediate 36 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 4304 - 601 Advanced 23 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 4306 - 601 Advanced 30 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
FIN 4307 - 001 Advanced 26 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
QMBE 2786 - 001 Introductory 30 3 50 minutes 1
QMBE 2786 - 002 Introductory 62 2 1 hour and 15 minutes 2
QMBE 2786 - 601 Introductory 27 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
QMBE 4400 - 601 Advanced 7 1 2 hours and 45 minutes 3
Table 4.2: Courses in Fall 2017 at the UNO Department of Economics and Finance
16
Chapter 5
Results and Analysis
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First, a new course-room assignment for each block is visualized in the following figures.
Figure 5.1: New course-room assignment for block 1
18
Figure 5.2: New course-room assignment for block 2
19
Figure 5.3: New course-room assignment for block 3
20
After getting the results from Mathematica, I determined the change in efficiencies from
the initial course-room assignment to the new generated one. This was done by first compar-
ing the initial efficiencies of each individual block to the final efficiencies of each, and then
by comparing the initial total efficiency to the final total efficiency of the entire schedule.
All happiness coefficients are set to 1 for simplicity.
The initial total efficiency for the Fall 2017 was 10.45 with a total of 25 course section
meetings. This means that, on average, 41.82% of class room space was utilized during any
time. After optimization, I obtained the final total efficiency of 15.17, which averages to
about 60.69% of classroom space used. This gives an 18.87% efficiency increase between the
Fall 2017 schedule and the improved schedule.
Details are given in the table below:
Block Number of Courses in Block Average Initial Efficiency Average Final Efficiency
1 6 0.4056 0.6618
2 9 0.4378 0.6739
3 10 0.4081 0.5135
Table 5.1: Changes in Efficiency
Combined with the course-time assignment model, a new timetable is generated and
visualized in Figure 5.4. The figure shows a timetable for one arbitrary week, consisting
of five days from Monday to Friday. The timetable contains all courses, lecture times, and
the rooms the courses are scheduled in. To clarify the timetable, and to make it easier to
examine whether the constraints are fulfilled within each block, timetables consisting of the
three smaller groups of courses are given in Figures 5.5 - 5.7
In each of the figures 5.5 - 5.7, the courses are given a color to distinguish their study
levels. Courses colored with color 1 are introductory courses, courses colored with color 2
are intermediate courses, and courses colored with color 3 are advanced courses. We can see
from the figures that all the constraints are fulfilled.
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Figure 5.4: Resulting timetable for all courses of Fall 2017
Figure 5.5: Resulting timetable for all courses in block 1 of Fall 2017
22
Figure 5.6: Resulting timetable for all courses in block 2 of Fall 2017
Figure 5.7: Resulting timetable for all courses in block 3 of Fall 2017
23
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The final timetable satisfies all the constraints listed, and therefore guarantees that it is a
valid timetable. The model used is general enough that it can be used for arbitrary data, and
by changing the weights (happiness coefficients), it can be adapted to specific preferences
from faculty and students. Solutions should be analyzed by the responsible personnel before
they are used for real. The model now, however, focuses only on undergraduate lecture
courses at the University of New Orleans' Department of Economics and Finance. A rec-
ommendation is to try applying the mathematical formulation to a larger range of courses,
such as a combination of both undergraduate and graduate coursework. Another suggestion
is to create an user interface so that it can be easier for the staff in the Department to use.
As of now, any changes to the model require basic knowledge of Mathematica and a good
understanding of linear programming as well as the model itself.
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Appendix A
Mathematica Code for Assigning
Courses to Classrooms
A.1 The set of courses held on MWF for 50 minutes
Import Excel File with the Fall 2017 schedule for courses that meet 3 times per
week, 50 minutes each.
List of total courses:
courses = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local1_0.833.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 1}];
List of total rooms:
rsch = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local1_0.833.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 2}] ;
List of all the possible combinations of courses and rooms:
list = Tuples[{courses, rsch}];
List of all variables - assigning each course to room:
vars = Array[v,Length[list]];
Calculate efficiency
List of student population in each course:
studentPop = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local1_0.833.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 4}];
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List of classroom capcacity for each course
classCapacity = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local1_0.833.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 3}];
Construct a matrix and divide student population by classroom capacity
m = Transpose[Transpose[{1/classCapacity}].{studentPop}];
t = Join[m[[1]],m[[2]],m[[3]],m[[4]],m[[5]],m[[6]],m[[7]],
m[[8]],m[[9]],m[[10]],m[[11]],m[[12]],m[[13]],m[[14]]];
Set conditions for the happiness coefficient
f [x_]:=Which[x ≤ 0.1, 0, 0.1 < x ≤ 0.5, x, 0.5 < x ≤ 1, 1.5 ∗ x,True,−x];
Calculate efficiency by incorportating student population/classroom capacity ra-
tio and above condition
eff = f/@t;
Set up objective: maximize efficiency
obj = vars.eff;
Set up constraints
First constraint: The variable will take the value of 1 if course i is assigned to
room j, 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars];
Set up matrix
Create a matrix of all possible course-room assignment in which ith row entry
represents course and jth column entry represents room
varsM = ArrayReshape[vars, {14, 14}];
Sum of each row must be equal to 1
The condition is to make sure that for every room, there is exactly one course,
or dummy course, assigned to it
It restricts more than one course from being held in the same room
c1a = Total[varsM[[1]]] == 1;
c2a = Total[varsM[[2]]] == 1;
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c3a = Total[varsM[[3]]] == 1;
c4a = Total[varsM[[4]]] == 1;
c5a = Total[varsM[[5]]] == 1;
c6a = Total[varsM[[6]]] == 1;
c7a = Total[varsM[[7]]] == 1;
c8a = Total[varsM[[8]]] == 1;
c9a = Total[varsM[[9]]] == 1;
c10a = Total[varsM[[10]]] == 1;
c11a = Total[varsM[[11]]] == 1;
c12a = Total[varsM[[12]]] == 1;
c13a = Total[varsM[[13]]] == 1;
c14a = Total[varsM[[14]]] == 1;
Sum of each column must be equal to 1
This condition is to make sure that for every course, or dummy course, there is
exactly one room assigned to it
It restricts a course from being held in more than one room
c1b = Total[varsM[[All, 1]]] == 1;
c2b = Total[varsM[[All, 2]]] == 1;
c3b = Total[varsM[[All, 3]]] == 1;
c4b = Total[varsM[[All, 4]]] == 1;
c5b = Total[varsM[[All, 5]]] == 1;
c6b = Total[varsM[[All, 6]]] == 1;
c7b = Total[varsM[[All, 7]]] == 1;
c8b = Total[varsM[[All, 8]]] == 1;
c9b = Total[varsM[[All, 9]]] == 1;
c10b = Total[varsM[[All, 10]]] == 1;
c11b = Total[varsM[[All, 11]]] == 1;
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c12b = Total[varsM[[All, 12]]] == 1;
c13b = Total[varsM[[All, 13]]] == 1;
c14b = Total[varsM[[All, 14]]] == 1;
Combine all the course-room constraints above
c1 = {Join[c1a, c2a, c3a, c4a, c5a, c6a, c7a, c8a, c9a, c10a, c11a, c12a, c13a,
c14a, c1b, c2b, c3b, c4b, c5b, c6b, c7b, c8b, c9b, c10b, c11b, c12b, c13b, c14b]};
Combine two sets of constraints
constraints = Join[c0, c1];
Optimization and results
{max, sched} = FindMaximum[{obj, constraints}, vars];
vars/.sched;
result = Pick[list, vars/.sched, 1.];
result
{{ECON 1204 - 001, KH 221}, {QMBE 2786 - 001, KH 219}, {FIN 3302 - 001, KH 223},
{FIN 3300 - 004, KH 209}, {FIN 3300 - 001, KH 220}, {ECON 2221 - 001, KH 208E},
{Dummy Course 1 , KH 228}, {Dummy Course 2 , KH 227}, {Dummy Course 3 , KH 224},
{Dummy Course 4 , KH 222}, {Dummy Course 5 , KH 214}, {Dummy Course 6 , KH 129},
{Dummy Course 7 , KH 210}, {Dummy Course 8, KH 122}}
A.2 The set of courses held on TTh for 1.25 hours
Import Excel File with the Fall 2017 schedule for courses that meet 3 times per
week, 50 minutes each.
List of total courses:
courses = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local2_1.25.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 1}];
List of total rooms:
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courses = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local2_1.25.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 2}];
List of all the possible combinations of courses and rooms:
list = Tuples[{courses, rsch}];
List of all variables - assigning each course to room:
vars = Array[v,Length[list]];
Calculate efficiency
List of student population in each course:
studentPop = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local2_1.25.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 4}];
List of classroom capcacity for each course
classCapacity = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local2_1.25.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 3}];
Construct a matrix and divide student population by classroom capacity
m = Transpose[Transpose[{1/classCapacity}].{studentPop}];
t = Join[m[[1]],m[[2]],m[[3]],m[[4]],m[[5]],m[[6]],m[[7]],
m[[8]],m[[9]],m[[10]],m[[11]],m[[12]],m[[13]],m[[14]]];
Set conditions for the happiness coefficient
f [x_]:=Which[x ≤ 0.1, 0, 0.1 < x ≤ 0.5, x, 0.5 < x ≤ 1, 1.5 ∗ x,True,−x];
Calculate efficiency by incorportating student population/classroom capacity ra-
tio and above condition
eff = f/@t;
Set up objective: maximize efficiency
obj = vars.eff;
Set up constraints
First constraint: The variable will take the value of 1 if course i is assigned to
room j, 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars];
Set up matrix
Create a matrix of all possible course-room assignment in which ith row entry
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represents course and jth column entry represents room
varsM = ArrayReshape[vars, {14, 14}];
Sum of each row must be equal to 1
The condition is to make sure that for every room, there is exactly one course,
or dummy course, assigned to it
It restricts more than one course from being held in the same room
c1a = Total[varsM[[1]]] == 1;
c2a = Total[varsM[[2]]] == 1;
c3a = Total[varsM[[3]]] == 1;
c4a = Total[varsM[[4]]] == 1;
c5a = Total[varsM[[5]]] == 1;
c6a = Total[varsM[[6]]] == 1;
c7a = Total[varsM[[7]]] == 1;
c8a = Total[varsM[[8]]] == 1;
c9a = Total[varsM[[9]]] == 1;
c10a = Total[varsM[[10]]] == 1;
c11a = Total[varsM[[11]]] == 1;
c12a = Total[varsM[[12]]] == 1;
c13a = Total[varsM[[13]]] == 1;
c14a = Total[varsM[[14]]] == 1;
Sum of each column must be equal to 1
This condition is to make sure that for every course, or dummy course, there is
exactly one room assigned to it
It restricts a course from being held in more than one room
c1b = Total[varsM[[All, 1]]] == 1;
c2b = Total[varsM[[All, 2]]] == 1;
c3b = Total[varsM[[All, 3]]] == 1;
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c4b = Total[varsM[[All, 4]]] == 1;
c5b = Total[varsM[[All, 5]]] == 1;
c6b = Total[varsM[[All, 6]]] == 1;
c7b = Total[varsM[[All, 7]]] == 1;
c8b = Total[varsM[[All, 8]]] == 1;
c9b = Total[varsM[[All, 9]]] == 1;
c10b = Total[varsM[[All, 10]]] == 1;
c11b = Total[varsM[[All, 11]]] == 1;
c12b = Total[varsM[[All, 12]]] == 1;
c13b = Total[varsM[[All, 13]]] == 1;
c14b = Total[varsM[[All, 14]]] == 1;
Combine all the course-room constraints above
c1 = {Join[c1a, c2a, c3a, c4a, c5a, c6a, c7a, c8a, c9a, c10a, c11a, c12a, c13a,
c14a, c1b, c2b, c3b, c4b, c5b, c6b, c7b, c8b, c9b, c10b, c11b, c12b, c13b, c14b]};
Combine two sets of constraints
constraints = Join[c0, c1];
Optimization and results
{max, sched} = FindMaximum[{obj, constraints}, vars];
vars/.sched;
result = Pick[list, vars/.sched, 1.];
result
{{ECON 1203 - 002, KH 129}, {ECON 1204 - 002, KH 208E}, {ECON 2000 - 001, KH 122},
{ECON 4250 - 001, KH 224}, {FIN 2302 - 001, KH 223}, {FIN 3300 - 002, KH 219},
{FIN 3300 - 003, KH 209}, {FIN 4307 - 001, KH 221}, {QMBE 2786 - 002, KH 220},
{Dummy Course 1 , KH 227}, {Dummy Course 2 , KH 222}, {Dummy Course 3 , KH 210},
{Dummy Course 4 , KH 214}, {Dummy Course 5, KH 208E}}
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A.3 The set of courses held once a week for 2.75 hours
Import Excel File with the Fall 2017 schedule for courses that meet 3 times per
week, 50 minutes each.
List of total courses:
courses = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local3_2.75.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 1}];
List of total rooms:
courses = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local3_2.75.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 2}];
List of all the possible combinations of courses and rooms:
list = Tuples[{courses, rsch}];
List of all variables - assigning each course to room:
vars = Array[v,Length[list]];
Calculate efficiency
List of student population in each course:
studentPop = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local3_2.75.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 4}];
List of classroom capcacity for each course
classCapacity = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Local3_2.75.xlsx , {Data, 1,All, 3}];
Construct a matrix and divide student population by classroom capacity
m = Transpose[Transpose[{1/classCapacity}].{studentPop}];
t = Join[m[[1]],m[[2]],m[[3]],m[[4]],m[[5]],m[[6]],m[[7]],
m[[8]],m[[9]],m[[10]],m[[11]],m[[12]],m[[13]],m[[14]]];
Set conditions for the happiness coefficient
f [x_]:=Which[x ≤ 0.1, 0, 0.1 < x ≤ 0.5, x, 0.5 < x ≤ 1, 1.5 ∗ x,True,−x];
Calculate efficiency by incorportating student population/classroom capacity ra-
tio and above condition
eff = f/@t;
Set up objective: maximize efficiency
obj = vars.eff;
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Set up constraints
First constraint: The variable will take the value of 1 if course i is assigned to
room j, 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars];
Set up matrix
Create a matrix of all possible course-room assignment in which ith row entry
represents course and jth column entry represents room
varsM = ArrayReshape[vars, {14, 14}];
Sum of each row must be equal to 1
The condition is to make sure that for every room, there is exactly one course,
or dummy course, assigned to it
It restricts more than one course from being held in the same room
c1a = Total[varsM[[1]]] == 1;
c2a = Total[varsM[[2]]] == 1;
c3a = Total[varsM[[3]]] == 1;
c4a = Total[varsM[[4]]] == 1;
c5a = Total[varsM[[5]]] == 1;
c6a = Total[varsM[[6]]] == 1;
c7a = Total[varsM[[7]]] == 1;
c8a = Total[varsM[[8]]] == 1;
c9a = Total[varsM[[9]]] == 1;
c10a = Total[varsM[[10]]] == 1;
c11a = Total[varsM[[11]]] == 1;
c12a = Total[varsM[[12]]] == 1;
c13a = Total[varsM[[13]]] == 1;
c14a = Total[varsM[[14]]] == 1;
Sum of each column must be equal to 1
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This condition is to make sure that for every course, or dummy course, there is
exactly one room assigned to it
It restricts a course from being held in more than one room
c1b = Total[varsM[[All, 1]]] == 1;
c2b = Total[varsM[[All, 2]]] == 1;
c3b = Total[varsM[[All, 3]]] == 1;
c4b = Total[varsM[[All, 4]]] == 1;
c5b = Total[varsM[[All, 5]]] == 1;
c6b = Total[varsM[[All, 6]]] == 1;
c7b = Total[varsM[[All, 7]]] == 1;
c8b = Total[varsM[[All, 8]]] == 1;
c9b = Total[varsM[[All, 9]]] == 1;
c10b = Total[varsM[[All, 10]]] == 1;
c11b = Total[varsM[[All, 11]]] == 1;
c12b = Total[varsM[[All, 12]]] == 1;
c13b = Total[varsM[[All, 13]]] == 1;
c14b = Total[varsM[[All, 14]]] == 1;
Combine all the course-room constraints above
c1 = {Join[c1a, c2a, c3a, c4a, c5a, c6a, c7a, c8a, c9a, c10a, c11a, c12a, c13a,
c14a, c1b, c2b, c3b, c4b, c5b, c6b, c7b, c8b, c9b, c10b, c11b, c12b, c13b, c14b]};
Combine two sets of constraints
constraints = Join[c0, c1];
Optimization and results
{max, sched} = FindMaximum[{obj, constraints}, vars];
vars/.sched;
result = Pick[list, vars/.sched, 1.];
result
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{{ECON 1204 - 601, KH 129}, {ECON 1203 - 601, KH 221}, {ECON 4306 - 601, KH 222},
{FIN 3300 - 601, KH 227}, {FIN 3301 - 601, KH 209}, {FIN 3321 - 601, KH 220},
{FIN 4304 - 601, KH 208E}, {FIN 4306 - 601, KH 219}, {QMBE 2786 - 601, KH 223},
{QMBE 4400 - 601, KH 224}, {Dummy Course 1 , KH 214}, {Dummy Course 2 , KH 228},
{Dummy Course 3 , KH 210}, {Dummy course 4 , KH 122}}
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Appendix B
Mathematica Code for Assigning
Courses to Lecture Times
B.1 The set of courses held on MWF for 50 min
Import data for introductory courses from Excel
courses1 = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Book1.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2}, 1}];
Import data for intermediate courses from Excel
courses2 = Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Book1.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3}, 2}];
Import data for advanced courses from Excel
courses3 = {Import[D:\\Documents\\Thesis\\Book1.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1}, 3}]};
Set time periods
time = {8:00 am , 9:00 am, 10:00 am , 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm,
2:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 4:00 pm};
List of all possible combinations to assign introductory courses to lecture times
list1 = Tuples[{courses1, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
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vars1 = Array[x,Length[list1]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff1 = {3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1};
Set objective function
obj1 = vars1.eff1;
Define the first set of constraint: if a course i is assigned to time j, the variable
takes the value of 1. 0 otherwise
t0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars1];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM = ArrayReshape[vars1, {2, 9}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
t1 = {Total[varsM[[1]]]== 1};
t2 = {Total[varsM[[2]]]== 1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
t3 = {Total[varsM[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
t4 = {Total[varsM[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
t5 = {Total[varsM[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
t6 = {Total[varsM[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
t7 = {Total[varsM[[All, 5]]] ≤ 1};
t8 = {Total[varsM[[All, 6]]] ≤ 1};
t9 = {Total[varsM[[All, 7]]] ≤ 1};
t10 = {Total[varsM[[All, 8]]] ≤ 1};
t11 = {Total[varsM[[All, 9]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints1 = Join[t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10, t11];
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Optimization and Result for Intro Courses
{max1, time1} = FindMaximum[{obj1, constraints1}, vars1];
result1 = Pick[list1, vars1/.time1, 1.];
result1
{{ECON 1204 - 001, 11:00 am}, {QMBE 2786 - 001, 10:00 am}}
List of all possible combinations to assign intermediate courses to lecture times
list2 = Tuples[{courses2, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars2 = Array[y,Length[list2]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff2 = {3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1};
Set objective function
obj2 = vars2.eff2;
Define the first set of constraint: if a course i is assigned to time j, the variable
takes the value of 1. 0 otherwise
t0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars1];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM2 = ArrayReshape[vars2, {3, 9}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
a1 = {Total[varsM2[[1]]]== 1};
a2 = {Total[varsM2[[2]]]== 1};
a3 = {Total[varsM2[[3]]] == 1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
a4 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
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a5 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
a6 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
a7 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
a8 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 5]]] ≤ 1};
a9 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 6]]] ≤ 1};
a10 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 7]]] ≤ 1};
a11 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 8]]] ≤ 1};
a12 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 9]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints2 = Join[a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10,a11,a12];
Optimization and Result for Intermediate-level Courses
{max2, time2} = FindMaximum[{obj2, constraints2}, vars2];
result2 = Pick[list2, vars2/.time2, 1.];
result2
{{ECON 2221 - 001, 12:00 pm}, {FIN 3300 - 001, 11:00 am}, {FIN 3300 - 004, 10:00 am}}
List of all possible combinations to assign advanced courses to lecture times
list3 = Tuples[{courses3, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars3 = Array[z,Length[list3]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff3 = {3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1};
Set objective function
obj3 = vars3.eff3;
Define the first set of constraint: if a course i is assigned to time j, the variable
takes the value of 1. 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars3];
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Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM3 = ArrayReshape[vars3, {1, 9}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
c1 = {Total[varsM3[[1]]]== 1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
c2 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
c3 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
c4 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
c5 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
c6 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 5]]] ≤ 1};
c7 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 6]]] ≤ 1};
c8 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 7]]] ≤ 1};
c9 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 8]]] ≤ 1};
c10 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 9]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints3 = Join[c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10];
Optimization and Result for Advanced Courses
{max3, time3} = FindMaximum[{obj3, constraints3}, vars3];
result3 = Pick[list3, vars3/.time3, 1.];
result3
{{FIN 3302 - 001, 10:00 am}}
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B.2 The set of courses held on TTh for 1.25 hours
Import data for introductory courses from Excel
courses1 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book2.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3, 4}, 1}];
Import data for intermediate courses from Excel
courses2 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book2.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3}, 2}];
Import data for advanced courses from Excel
courses3 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book2.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1}, 3}];
Set time periods
time = {8:00 am , 9:30 am, 11:00 am , 12:30 pm, 2:00 pm, 3:30 pm};
List of all possible combinations to assign introductory courses to lecture times
list1 = Tuples[{courses1,time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars1 = Array[x, Length[list1]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff1 = {3,5,5,5,5,5,3,5,5,5,5,5,3,5,5,5,5,5,3,5,5,5,5,5};
Set objective function
obj1 = vars1.eff1;
Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 otherwise
a0= Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1 &, vars1];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column entry represents times
varsM1 = ArrayReshape[vars1, {4, 6}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
a1={Total[varsM1[[1]]]== 1};
a2={Total[varsM1[[2]]]== 1};
a3={Total[varsM1[[3]]]== 1};
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a4={Total[varsM1[[4]]]== 1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
a5={Total[varsM1[[All,1]]] ≤ 1};
a6={Total[varsM1[[All,2]]] ≤ 1};
a7={Total[varsM1[[All,3]]] ≤ 1};
a8={Total[varsM1[[All,4]]] ≤ 1};
a9={Total[varsM1[[All,5]]] ≤ 1};
a10={Total[varsM1[[All,6]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints1 = Join[a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10];
Optimization and Result for Intro Courses
{max1, time1}=FindMaximum[{obj1, constraints1},vars1];
result1 = Pick[list1,vars1/.time1,1.];
result1
{ECON 1203 - 002,2:00 pm},{ECON 1204 - 002,12:30 pm},
{ECON 2000 - 001,11:00 am},{QMBE 2786 - 002,9:30 am}}
List of all possible combinations to assign intermediate courses to lecture times
list2 = Tuples[{courses2, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars2 = Array[y,Length[list2]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff2 = {3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5};
Set objective function
obj2 = vars2.eff2;
Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 otherwise
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b0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars2];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM2 = ArrayReshape[vars2, {3, 6}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
b1 = {Total[varsM2[[1]]]==1};
b2 = {Total[varsM2[[2]]]==1};
b3 = {Total[varsM2[[3]]]==1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
b4 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
b5 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
b6 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
b7 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
b8 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 5]]] ≤ 1};
b9 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 6]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints1 = Join[b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9];
Optimization and Result for Intermediate Courses
{max2, time2} = FindMaximum[{obj2, constraints2}, vars2];
result2 = Pick[list2, vars2/.time2, 1.];
result2
{FIN 3300 - 003,12:30 pm},{FIN 2302 - 001,11:00 am},{FIN 3300 - 002,9:30 am}
List of all possible combinations to assign advanced courses to lecture times
list3 = Tuples[{courses3, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
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vars3 = Array[z,Length[list3]];
Weights corresponding to each variable
eff3 = {3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5};
Set objective function
obj3 = vars3.eff3;
Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars3];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM3 = ArrayReshape[vars3, {2, 6}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
c1 = {Total[varsM3[[1]]]==1};
c2 = {Total[varsM3[[2]]]==1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
c3 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
c4 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
c5 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
c6 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
c7 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 5]]] ≤ 1};
c8 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 6]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints3 = Join[c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8];
Optimization and Result for Advanced Courses
{max3, time3} = FindMaximum[{obj3, constraints3}, vars3];
result3 = Pick[list3, vars3/.time3, 1.];
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result3
{FIN 4307-001, 11:00 am}, {ECON 4250 - 001, 9:30 am}
B.3 The set of courses held in the evening once a week
from 6:00 to 8:45 pm
Import data for introductory courses from Excel
courses1 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book3.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3}, 1}];
Import data for intermediate courses from Excel
courses2 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book3.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3}, 2}];
Import data for advanced courses from Excel
courses3 = Import[D:\Documents\Thesis\Book3.xlsx , {Data, 1, {1, 2, 3, 4}, 3}];
time = {Monday , Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday};List of all possible combina-
tions to assign introductory courses to lecture times
list1 = Tuples[{courses1, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars1 = Array[x,Length[list1]];
Set objective function
obj1 = Total[vars1];
Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 other-
wise
a0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars1];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, col-
umn entry represents times
varsM1 = ArrayReshape[vars1, {3, 4}];
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Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
a1 = {Total[varsM1[[1]]]==1};
a2 = {Total[varsM1[[2]]]==1};
a3 = {Total[varsM1[[3]]]==1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
a4 = {Total[varsM1[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
a5 = {Total[varsM1[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
a6 = {Total[varsM1[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
a7 = {Total[varsM1[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints1 = Join[a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7];
Optimization and Result for Intro Courses
{max1, time1} = FindMaximum[{obj1, constraints1}, vars1];
result1 = Pick[list1, vars1/.time1, 1.];
result1
{ECON 1204 - 601,Wednesday}, {ECON 1203 - 601,Tuesday}, {QMBE 2786 - 601,Monday}
List of all possible combinations to assign intermediate courses to lecture times
list2 = Tuples[{courses2, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars2 = Array[y,Length[list2]];
Set objective function
obj2 = Total[vars2];
Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 otherwise
b0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars2];
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Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM2 = ArrayReshape[vars2, {3, 4}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
b1 = {Total[varsM2[[1]]]==1};
b2 = {Total[varsM2[[2]]]==1};
b3 = {Total[varsM2[[3]]]==1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
b4 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
b5 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
b6 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
b7 = {Total[varsM2[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints2 = Join[b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7];
Optimization and Result for Intermediate Courses
{max2, time2} = FindMaximum[{obj2, constraints2}, vars2];
result2 = Pick[list2, vars2/.time2, 1.];
result2
{FIN 3300 - 601,Wednesday}, {FIN 3301 - 601,Tuesday}, {FIN 3321 - 601,Monday}
List of all possible combinations to assign advanced courses to lecture times
list3 = Tuples[{courses3, time}];
Variables corresponding to each assignment
vars3 = Array[z,Length[list3]];
Set objective function
obj3 = Total[vars3];
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Define the first set of constraint:
If a course i is assigned to time j, the variable takes the value of 1. It's 0 otherwise
c0 = Map[0 ≤ # ≤ 1&, vars3];
Create a matrix of all possible assignments: row entry represents courses, column
entry represents times
varsM3 = ArrayReshape[vars3, {4, 4}];
Define the second set of condition
Each course must be assigned to a lecture time
c1 = {Total[varsM3[[1]]]==1};
c2 = {Total[varsM3[[2]]]==1};
c3 = {Total[varsM3[[3]]]==1};
c4 = {Total[varsM3[[4]]]==1};
Courses meeting times must not collide
c5 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 1]]] ≤ 1};
c6 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 2]]] ≤ 1};
c7 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 3]]] ≤ 1};
c8 = {Total[varsM3[[All, 4]]] ≤ 1};
Combine all constraints
constraints3 = Join[c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8];
Optimization and Result for Advanced Courses
{max3, time3} = FindMaximum[{obj3, constraints3}, vars3];
result3 = Pick[list3, vars3/.time3, 1.];
result3
{ECON 4306 - 601,Thursday}, {FIN 4304 - 601,Wednesday}, {FIN 4306 - 601,Tuesday},
{QMBE 4400 - 601,Monday}
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